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Executive Summary 

This is a business proposal to open a café in downtown Terre Haute, IN that offers 

healthy alternatives to the many fast food choices in the area. The downtown Terre Haute area is 

currently undergoing a revitalization effort in which small businesses are starting to return to the 

area. The downtown area is appealing for this concept because of the central location, the 

proximity to Indiana State University and professional businesses. 

The Green Leaves Café will be a locally owned small business that specializes in soups, 

sandwiches and salads that are made from ingredients that are mostly locally grown and 

produced. The atmosphere will be warm and relaxing with a committed focus to creating an 

experience that will keep the customers coming back again and again. The menu items will 

consist of real food choices that are both nutritious and delicious. 

In order to run a restaurant successfully, there is a great deal of planning that needs to 

occur in terms of staffing, training and SOP’s. It also requires a complete understanding of state 

health codes and food regulations. If these areas of the business are managed well, then the 

odds of success are greatly improved. 

The market analysis looks at the closest competitors for The Green Leaves Café. This 

information is used to find ways in which you can make your business stand apart from the 

competitors. Another important part of this analysis is the SWOT analysis in which the 

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats are analyzed. The marketing strategy looks at 

unique marketing ideas which can be used to locate the target population segment. 

One of the most important things to consider before opening a business is the financial 

investment it will require. In addition to the initial start-up costs, you also need a budget and a 

financial plan that includes sales projections, labor costs and a break-even analysis.  
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Introduction 

For as long as I can remember, I have dreamed of starting my own business. There are 

many reasons why the idea of opening a business is appealing to me, but the most important 

reason, is that by owning a business I am in control of the success or failure of my career. 

Over the years, I have considered many different business opportunities, but there is one idea 

that I always seem to come back to, and that is to open my own café. 

For me, cooking is more than simply following a recipe. It’s about the creative aspect of 

combining ingredients together and turning them into something that is so fantastic, you want to 

try it again. I feel like I have a high probability of being a successful cafe owner because I am 

truly passionate about cooking. It is my belief that if I love what I am doing, then I will have a 

vested interest in doing whatever it takes to make my business a successful endeavor. 

Opportunity 

It is an established fact that obesity is quickly becoming an epidemic in this country. The 

Center for Disease Control states that 1/3 of Americans within the US are obese (CDC-Obesity 

website 2012). In Indiana, 29.6% of the population is obese (CDC-Obesity website 2012). 

Although there is no direct cause for this rising epidemic, poor nutrition and lack of exercise are 

two of the leading contributors for the increase in obese adults within the United States. Many 

adults today are leading on-the-go lives, which mean that they are eating out more now than ever 

before. Because restaurants today are serving super-sized portions that are loaded with fat and 

artificial ingredients, it is no wonder that Americas are continuing to pack on the pounds. 

As a health-conscious individual, it has become apparent to me that Terre Haute, Indiana 

has an over-abundance of fast-food restaurants, but few options if you want to grab a nutritious 

meal that isn’t loaded with hidden fat and calories. I believe that if healthy options were  
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available in this area, there would be a substantial consumer base in this city. Because there is a 

deficit in this type of business, my proposal is to open an café in downtown Terre Haute that 

specializes in specialty soups, salads and sandwiches which are healthy, affordable and mostly 

made from high quality ingredients that are locally grown and produced. 

As I will show in my marketing section, I feel as though there is substantial segment of 

the market which is largely untapped in this area. By creating a business that will appeal to this 

segment, it is my belief that I will be is a position to grow a successful business that will make a 

positive impact on the growth of downtown Terre Haute. 

Currently, there are no restaurants in the downtown Terre Haute area which offer a menu 

that would be comparable to the options that I will be featuring at my café. In Appendix II, I 

have attached a map of downtown Terre Haute that was obtained from Google Maps and marked 

the locations of restaurants in the downtown area. Although the area already seems dense with 

restaurants, there are only three to four locations that would be considered competitors. These 

will be discussed in more detail in the competitor analysis. 

Background 

I am a lifelong resident of Terre Haute, Indiana and I have a bachelor’s degree from 

Indiana State University in Exercise Science. For as long as I can remember, I have been 

committed to living an active lifestyle in which fitness and nutrition are two of my top priorities. 

For the past ten years, I have trained for six half-marathons with a local group called Trained in 

Terre Haute. Trained in Terre Haute is a sixteen week program that is designed to help runners 

and walkers of all skill levels prepare to run the Indianapolis Mini Marathon. The group alone is 

evidence of the fitness movement within this community. It began in the year 2000 and  
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consisted of 150 participants (WVRR, 2012). Today, it is going strong with over 400+ 

participants each year (WVRR, 2012). 

In addition to the Trained in Terre Haute group, there are several other fitness groups 

which have a strong following in this community such as the Terre Haute Triathlon Club and an 

avid group of serious cyclists. The popularity of these fitness groups within the community 

show that there is a strong segment of the population here that is devoted to living an active and 

healthy lifestyle. Based on this information, it is highly likely that they also try to maintain a 

healthy diet and would be interested in eating at a café that offers nutritious food choices. 

Location 

Terre Haute, Indiana is located in western Indiana on the Indiana / Illinois border. Based 

on the 2012 Census results, Terre Haute has a population of 60,785 people (Quickfacts Census 

data, 2010). One area that I feel many business owners neglect to take into consideration when 

designing their business plans is that Terre Haute is home to three highly rated college 

universities, Indiana State University, Rose Hulman Institute of Technology and St Mary of the 

Woods College. In addition to these universities, Terre Haute is also home to Ivy Tech 

Community College and Harrison Business College. Later on, I will discuss how I plan to 

incorporate these universities into my business plan 

The tables and graphs below highlight some of the key data which needs to be taken into 

consideration before making a business decision to open a restaurant in this area. All data below 

is obtained from Quickfacts Census data from 2010.  
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Terre Haute IN 2010 Population 

Demographics 

9% 0% 
39% 3 # White persons 

& Black persons 

# American Indian / Alaska Native 

persons 

B Asian persons 

# Persons with more than one 

race 

# Hispanic / Latino persons       
As the chart above indicates, the population of Terre Haute is predominantly white with 

very little diversity. This is important to understand because it helps to understand the culture of 

the city. 

Terre Haute IN 2010 Household & Income Information 

Another key piece of information to study is the household and income information. 

These statistics help to show an overall picture of the economic conditions in the city of Terre 

Haute. The information below is helpful because it helps to understand price points and 

advertising strategies. 

  

Living in same household 1 year or longer 78.40% 

  

Median value of owner-occupied homes $75,200 
      ES Ln a | 

  

  Persons per househol 2005-20000 Tage 

                  

Per capita money ICONS in past 12 months $ 1 7.1 23 Bs 

(2009 dollars) 2005-2009          
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Median household | income 2005-2009 i . 1 329, 958 - 

  
  

Parle of all ages in mn Serco 2005- 

2009     
  

Terre Haute IN 2010 Education Information 

Education level is important to take into consideration because it helps to understand 

your market and again helps with advertising strategies. 

  

High school graduates, percent of persons age 82.30% 

25+, 2005-2009 

    ‘Bachelor's ogres or rhe, per of Persons age 203% 
25+, 2005-2009 oy     

Terre Haute IN 2010 Quick Business Facts 

  

Women-owned firms, percent, 2007 21.70% 

  

  

  
comiodaon ad ood services sles 2007 | TSE 
($1000) oo         

    
  

The area in Terre Haute in which I want to open my café is what is called the downtown 

area. There are a number of reasons why I feel this is the right venue for my business. First and 

foremost, it is a central location which is easily accessible. Second, it is close to a large 

percentage of professional businesses such as doctors, dentists, attorneys, financials advisors, etc. 

There are also several branches of the major banking institutions for the community in this area 

as well. In addition to all of the professional offices, it is also just a few blocks away from the 

campus of Indiana State University. Recently, the downtown area has also gained two new 

hotels in the area which are popular among traveling business executives. 

This area is also of interest to me because of an on-going movement in the area in which 

they are trying to develop and revitalize the downtown Terre Haute area. The movement is  
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called “Choose Terre Haute” (Downtown Terre Haute, 2011). At one point in Terre Haute’s 

history, the downtown area was the hub of the city. However, as the city has expanded, many of 

the businesses left the downtown area and moved to the south side of Terre Haute where large 

retail centers and restaurants were rapidly being built. As a result, this shifted the focus for 

consumers and many of the businesses that were left downtown either joined the south side 

movement or eventually closed their doors. 

For many years, the downtown area was mostly abandoned and neglected. The business 

owners that were left in the area saw what was happening and wanted to once again see growth 

and progress in the area. In a movement that has taken many years, the downtown Terre Haute 

area 1s once again starting to thrive. Most of this is in large part due to the Downtown Terre 

Haute group. The driving vision for this group is to return the downtown area once again to a 

“focal point, reflecting the opportunities and vitality of the Greater Terre Haute area” 

(Downtown Terre Haute, 2011). Because of their vision, they have made it their mission “To 

preserve, create and promote a downtown neighborhood that is a vibrant hub for business, 

entertainment, government, arts and educational activity, attracting both local residents and area 

visitors” (Downtown Terre Haute, 2011). 

I feel as though the activity of this committee is important to the success of my business. 

Having a local group in the community with a strong desire to help improve the area means that 

if I develop a sound business model that will draw in customers and new clientele to the area, I 

will most likely be able to receive a substantial amount of support from this group. 

The Downtown Terre Haute group has also been instrumental in helping to develop a 

local Farmers Market in the Downtown Terre Haute area that has been considered a huge 

success. It began seven years ago and was initially only open every Saturday morning from  
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June-October (Downtown Terre Haute Farmers Market, 2011). However, due to the gaining 

popularity, they are now open during the winter thanks to the support of Clabber Girl, which 

allows them to set up their stands inside their facility on the first Saturday of every month 

(Downtown Terre Haute Farmers Market, 2011). 

This organization is especially important to me because of my desire to use ingredients 

which are mostly grown and produced locally. By becoming an involved member of the 

Downtown Farmer’s market, I will be in a position to purchase locally grown products and start 

making business connections. Buying as much as possible locally ensures freshness, quality and 

helps to save costs. 

Because of the redevelopment of the downtown area, commercial retail space is limited, 

and can be rather expensive. There are several resources available which list current retail space 

which is available. For instance, CityFeet.com provides listings of available space that is for sale 

and for lease. This is a good website because it lists square feet, price per square feet, as well as 

available amenities. Currently, as of January 2012, there are no available retail spaces in the 

downtown area, so this is a site that will need to be visited frequently until a retail space is found. 

Concept 

As a professional working within the community of Terre Haute, there are occasions in 

which I have to take my customers who are in town from LA, DC or New York to lunch. One of 

my customers is a high profile fitness company that specializes in extreme home work out 

programs, as well has nutritious diet plans. The first time they were here, I realized we really 

didn’t have any place in which I could take them to eat a healthy lunch. They asked if we had 

anything similar to their favorite restaurant which is Plant Café Organic, a California based 

restaurant that is 100% organic and uses all natural and local ingredients (Plant Café Organic  
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website — www.theplantcafe.com). At the time, all we had to offer were chain restaurants and an 

over-abundance of fast-food. This event triggered an idea in which I would create a café which 

would serve not only healthy breakfast and lunch options, but they would also be very delicious. 

There are many reasons why the idea of opening a café in this area is appealing to me. 

For as long as I could remember, I have enjoyed taking a recipe that may not be so healthy, and 

then add and subtract ingredients as necessary to maintain the flavor, but make it a more 

nutritious choice. This is achieved mainly by using fresh high quality ingredients. It has always 

been a dream of mine to show people that eating healthy doesn’t have to mean sacrificing flavor 

and taste. It is my desire, to take my food ideas and create a menu that is full of good-for-you 

ingredients, color, flavor and nutrients. It will be called The Green Leaves Café. 

As obesity rates in this country continue to rise, I think good nutrition will become more 

important in the future. It is my hope that if I am able to open a café such as Green Leaves, | 

may be able to make a difference by bringing more awareness to the importance of a healthy diet 

and nutritious food. As a life-long member of this community, I am always looking for ways to 

give back. Based on my background, my passion for cooking and a healthy lifestyle, as well as 

my ties to this community, it just makes sense for me to open this type of café. Terre Haute, 

Indiana is the right choice for Green Leaves because the people of this community deserve a 

healthier option when it comes to eating out. Most importantly, I have a solid understanding of 

the market and the economic conditions for this area. Because of this foundation of knowledge, I 

feel like I can design a successful business model to accommodate the people in this area 

Mission Statement  
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The mission of The Green Leaves Café will be to provide the residents of Terre Haute, IN with 

an alternative to unhealthy fast-food choices by creating food products that are mostly made with 

locally grown ingredients which are nutritious and simply delicious. 

Vision 

Green Leaves will be open early so that patrons may come in and pick up a quick 

breakfast on their way to work that is easy to transport. An example of a breakfast menu item 

would be: egg whites from cage-free eggs with organic spinach, tomato and herbed feta cheese 

on a whole grain English muffin. The café will also feature a wide selection of both hot and cold 

coffees and teas which will be available throughout the day. There will be approximately five 

breakfast items on the menu. 

Although the café will be open for breakfast, the main emphasis will be placed on the 

lunch crowd. The lunch menu will primarily feature specialty soups, salads and sandwiches. 

Although there will be approximately 5-6 items in each category that will remain the same, there 

will also be featured specials of the week that will include seasonal items that are in its peak 

season. An example of a featured lunch item might be: grilled panini with whole grain bread, 

with oven-roasted sundried tomato turkey with basil pesto, feta cheese and sundried tomatoes 

and kalamata olives paired with a tomato bisque soup made with organic tomatoes and fresh 

herbs. 

Unlike some of the competitors, Green Leaves will remain open until the late afternoon 

so that it can be used for coffee breaks, business meetings or even interviews. In addition to 

table seating, the café will also have a seating area for those who are not there to eat. As a 

courtesy to all consumers, free wi-fi will be made available to all paying customers.  
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Aesthetically, I want my café to look like modern restaurant with a coffee-house feel. I 

want it to have a warm and inviting atmosphere which makes customers feel welcome and 

relaxed. I will achieve this by using a warm color palette, clean lines, modern furnishings and a 

super-friendly and accommodating staff. My vision for this café is to have a warm, clean and 

comfortable vibe which makes patrons want to return over and over again. See Appendix I for a 

visual representation of the elements that I want represented within my café. Since downtown in 

the hub for the arts, I also want to showcase art created by local artists. Because there are 

historical roots in downtown Terre Haute, I also want to include some historical elements as 

well. 

Anticipated Research 

In order to fully investigate the feasibility of this business concept, there is quite a bit of 

secondary research which will need to be completed. In the following sections, I will look at the 

following areas: 

e Management Team — partners/owners, managers, management agreements, 

confidentiality agreements 

Operations — staffing, training, daily operations, SOP’s, customer service, 

licensing/permits, food regulations, health codes, product development 

Market Analysis — target market, SWOT, competitive analysis — Porters Forces 

Marketing Strategy — loyalty card, social media, advertising, community/charity 

involvement, business/community relationships 

Investment Analysis — source of funds, loans/grants, start-up costs 

Upon completion of this research, I will have a detailed business plan, as well as a firm 

. understanding if this type of business would be not only sustainable in this area, but successful as  
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well. The following sections show a detailed breakdown of the actual business plan. The 

template for this plan was obtained through www.restaurantowner.com. 

 



Section 11 

Management & Operations 
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Management Team 

It is my desire to start this new business venture within the next 18-24 months. At 

that time, I will be married, so the business will be jointly owned by me and my spouse. It is our 

desire to be the sole owners of The Green Leaves Café. Starting this business will be a full-time 

job for myself, and for the first couple of years, I plan on being the primary general manager. 

As general manager, I will oversee all business, staffing and product decisions. Based on 

my spouse’s strengths, I anticipate that he will provide assistance in the area of sales and 

marketing. Because there will most likely be times that I will need to be away from the business, 

it will be important for me to have someone that I can trust to keep operations running while I 

am away. Once the business starts to become profitable, I will consider adding additional 

managers, however, it will be necessary for me to staff a supervisor. The supervisor will be 

given the authority the make some business decisions. The supervisor will be evaluated based on 

performance and the decision-making capabilities will be expanded if appropriate. 

Management & Confidentiality Agreements 

In order to protect my business and the brand I will be creating, I will require all full-time 

managers, supervisors and part-time staff members sign a confidentiality agreement that will be 

recognized by the state of Indiana as a legal document. This confidentiality agreement will cover 

business practices, SOP’s, current recipes and product development. It will be important for 

employees to understand that if this agreement is violated, then the owner(s) will pursue the 

appropriate legal actions.  
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Operations 

Statistically, it is said that 60% of Stan restaurants fail within the first couple of years 

(Zagat & Zagat, 2011). There are many reasons which lead to failure in the restaurant industry — 

poor business planning and financial management, ineffective marketing strategy and plan, and 

competition to name just a few. Anymore, it’s not enough to just have a great location and a 

great menu. Behind any successful business in any industry is a great leader with a well-thought 

out business plan. It is also important to follow the business plan. Many people put together a 

business plan in the beginning but then fail to follow it once the business is up and running. 

Based on my experiences, if I want to run a successful business, it is will be important for me to 

create an effective business plan and then begin to lay the foundation with a strong management 

team, ethical business practices and well-defined SOP’s. The business plan will be the guiding 

tool that will be kept up to date with progress, failures, current goals, timelines and benchmarks. 

Staffing 

Staffing is probably one of the most important aspects of running a business because your 

employees are literally the face of your business. When looking at staffing there are several 

areas to take into consideration: 

What staff positions are needed in order to conduct business? 

Staff positions and job descriptions will need to be established 

Criteria for staff positions will need to be established (i.e. what are the 

minimal skills/qualifications that are needed to adequately perform the job 

tasks) 

Interview criteria will need to be established 

Hourly wage for staff positions will need to be established  
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e Will need to determine how many people are needed each day to conduct 

operations 

In order to standardize processes, SOP’s will be created for many of the areas listed above, such 

as staff positions, job descriptions, interview criteria, etc. This will help to provide overall consistency in 

staffing choices and completion of job tasks. 

Training 

Training will be a mandatory requirement for all newly hired staff members. Upon being 

hired, the employee will be scheduled for one full day of training which will include an 

orientation and classroom training in which the employee will learn about the ingredients and 

products on the menu. They will be given detailed information about each product and 

ingredient so they will be well-prepared to answer most questions from their customers. They 

will also be provided with the opportunity to sample the menu items so they can provide honest 

feedback when customers ask about how something tastes. The class room training will 

conclude with a test over the reviewed material. A standard will be set that an employee has to 

receive an acceptable score in order to move on to the second phase of training. 

The second phase of training will be 2-3 days. In this phase the employee will shadow 

current employees and learn about the specific job tasks and responsibilities. Initially, they will 

watch and observe the employee they are shadowing. Once they have learned a specific job 

duty, they will be permitted to try it themselves provided they have the appropriate supervision. 

At this stage of training, the employee will not be permitted to handle any financial transactions, 

or any one-on-one interaction with customers. Once they demonstrate aptitude for the job duties 

that are specific to their position, they will move on to the third and final stage of training.  
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In the last phase of training, the employee will begin to perform the required job duties 

and tasks with the appropriate supervision. They will be responsible for making the necessary 

decisions that are required for their role and asking for assistance when needed. At this stage in 

training and development, they should have proficient knowledge in terms of product, 

preparation, equipment usage and customer service requirements. During this stage of training, 

they will be assessed based on their performance. Upon passing their assessment, they will be 

released as a trainee and will begin working as an employee of The Green Leaves Café. 

In addition to on-the-job training, it is also important to offer food and health safety 

training to all employees. Previous research demonstrates that health and safety training is most 

effective when you train employees in a way that “actively engages them in identifying hazards 

as well as solutions, and demonstrates management's commitment to making the workplace 

changes that are identified (including physical and work practice changes)” (Bush, D. et al, 

2009). A health and safety training program will be set up which will consist of an overview of 

important information as well as an interactive exercise to help facilitate understanding. This 

type of health and safety training will be presented to all new Poses at the time of hire and 

will be reviewed annually with all employees. 

Daily Operations 

Initially, The Green Leaves Café will be open from business from 6am to 4pm, Monday 

through Saturday. Once the business is open and trends have been analyzed, it is possible that 

the business hours will need to be re-evaluated. In order to be ready for business, staff 

member(s) will be needed to come in one hour prior to 6am in order to begin food preparation 

for the day. During peak hours, there will be 2-3 part-time employees that will responsible for 

taking orders and 2-3 part-time employees that will be responsible for preparing the food orders.  
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As owner, I plan on working for most of the operational hours. I will be taking care of 

the day-to-day activities that are needed to run the business. I will also be available to help in the 

kitchen and behind the counter as needed. In order to build rapport with customers, I also plan 

on meeting customers when possible in order to make sure they are satisfied with their dining 

experience. 

The café will be designed so that the dining area and sitting areas will be closest to the 

entrance. They will walk towards the back of the café where the counter will be located. Here 

they will place their order from the menu which will be displayed above the counter. Once they 

place their order, they will take a number and proceed to sit down. The food will be freshly 

prepared and brought out to the table. Customers will be responsible for getting their own soft 

drinks, tea and water. Coffee drinks will be made behind the counter and brought out in a similar 

fashion. | 

SOP’s 

In order to run a business in an organized and consistent manner, it is necessary to have 

SOP’s. Prior to opening the doors for business, all process and procedures will have SOP’s in 

place. These will be used for training the new staff as well. As owner, I will maintain and 

manage the SOPs. SOP’s will be stored in an area that is easily accessible and can easily be used 

as a reference. This will help to standardize business practices and help to ensure that processes 

are carried out correctly, even without direct supervision. As the business develops, the SOP’s 

will be reviewed annually by me to ensure they are up to date and in compliance. Examples of 

just a few of the basic SOP’s that will be: 

e Opening/closing procedures 

e How food is prepared 

e How food is handled  
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é e Roles and Responsibilities for each staff position 

e How money is handled 

e How equipment is cleaned / used 

Customer Service 

In the service industry, customer service is critical to the success of your business. For 

many people, how you are treated when you are in a place of business is just as important as the 

product they are purchasing. For some people, the customer service experience is even more 

important than the product itself. For that reason, I want the customer service experience at The 

Green Leaves Café to be comparable to the customer service experience at Starbucks. 

Starbucks has done a phenomenal job at creating an experience that is centered around 

the customer interaction because they pay attention to the little details (Inc., no date). Employers 

are instructed to greet local customers by name upon entering the door (Winslow, no date). I 

have even witnessed a regular customer just walk into the store and the employees are already 

making the drink order so that it is ready by the time the customer reaches the counter to pay. 

My vision for customer service in The Green Leaves Café is to design a unique 

experience for the customers that will keep them coming back again and again. I will be looking 

for staff members that are super friendly and willing to go the extra step to ensure that the 

customer is more than satisfied with the final product. In addition to learning local customer 

names, I will also be looking for staff members that build a genuine rapport with the customers. 

I want the customers to feel as though they are in a place where quality and customer service still 

matter. I also want them to feel comfortable inside the café and welcome to stay as long as they 

would like.  
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Licensing/Permits 

In order to open a restaurant business in Vigo County, there are several steps which must 

be completed. The first step in to visit the Vigo County website at 

http://www.vigocounty.in.gov/egov/docs/1205249776518.htm and download a plan review 

application. This plan includes a packet of information which must be completed for review and 

approval. Some of the requirements are as follows: 

e A copy of any and all menu items 

A copy of an approved Food Handlers Certificate 

A set of properly prepared plans and specifications including a drawing of kitchen 

floor plans 

List of distributors and suppliers and their contact information 

oe The Plan Review Application and Application Fee 

In addition to these items there are also questions that require detailed plans for handling 

and storing food, maintaining proper food temperatures, sanitation, food safety training, 

preventing contamination, food allergy warnings etc... Once the application is completed and 

submitted, they will review it for approval. It is advised that construction on the new restaurant 

does not begin until approval has been gained. Upon completion of construction, an appointment 

will need to be made with the Board of Health for a health inspection. 

Food Regulations 

Whenever you are working with food, there are regulations in place to make sure that 

food is handled in accordance with the state health codes. These regulations are a necessary 

requirement for food handling because they help to ensure food safety. Effective January 1, 

2005, “the Indiana legislature adopted IC 16-42-5.2, that provides for mandatory certification of  
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at least one person per food establishment, who oversees food safety operations within the 

establishment” (IN Gov website - http://www.in.gov/isdh/21375.htm). “Standards developed by 

the Conference for Food Protection, and the American National Standards Institute, have been 

incorporated into this rule to establish a uniform standard for food handler certification in 

Indiana” (IN Gov website - http://www.in.gov/isdh/21375.htm). The certification process 

will allow the food manager to learn all of the food handling criteria that is needed to safely 

handle, store and prepare food. Although one certified handler is required to be responsible for 

all food handling practices, that person does not need to be present during all hours of operation. 

Upon opening a new business, you have 6 months to comply with the food certification 

law. According to the State of Indiana website (IN Gov website- 

http://www.in.gov/isdh/21375.htm) the following criteria is a requirement of the food handler 

certification: 

eo Demonstrated competency in food safety 

e Understands the causes and factors associated with food-borne illnesses 

e Passes a “recognized” food protection manager certification exam 

According to the State of Indiana website, the following certified food handler exams are 

recognized: 

  

ServSafe 

Indiana Restaurant and Hospitality Association, Debbie Scott 

(317) 673-4249 www.indianarestaurants.org 

Food Safety Manager Certification Examination 
The National Registry of Food Safety Professionals 

(800) 446-0257 www.nrfsp.com 

Certified Professional Food Manager 
Experior Assessments, LLC 

(800) 624-2736 www.experioronline.com 
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Health Codes 

When owning and operating a restaurant within Vigo County, there are numerous health 

codes which must be followed in order to remain open for business. The Vigo County Board of 

Health conducts inspections, on behalf of the state, to ensure compliance with the laws, rules and 

regulations that are required by the state of Indiana. The health codes can be found at 

http://www.in.gov/isdh/21062.htm. There are many health codes but some of the more common 
  

categories that are applicable to restaurants are: 

eo Food labeling 

Sanitary requirements for food establishments 

Food handlers 

FDA Food Code 

FDA guidance 

As a restaurant owner, it will be imperative that these codes are learned and put into 

practice so that no violations are found at the time of inspect. It is especially important in Vigo 

County because the inspection results are published in the local newspaper. Many people read 

these results, and if they see your restaurant has been cited by the Board of Health, then it is 

likely to have a very negative impact on your business. 

Product Development 

Initially, I will be responsible for all product development. Many of the recipes and 

products which will be featured on The Green Leaves Café are ones that I have created. As the 

business becomes more established, I may consider bringing it someone that I trust to assist with 

this process.  
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It is unrealistic to think that the entire menu will consist of fresh produce and organic 

ingredients, however, I would like to use as many as possible without compromising on cost and 

quality. I feel that it is important to use as many organic ingredients as possible because recent 

studies have shown that within the past decade organic food consumption is a growing trend 

(Crinnion, pg. 4, 2010). This is in large part because research has shown that organic food has 

been found to have higher levels of nutrients, which means that it is healthier than non-organic 

food (Crinnion, pg. 7, 2012). It is my intention to have a healthy alternative to fast food, so it 

only makes sense to buy organic whenever possible. 

I also plan on buying seasonal produce items from the local farmers market in Terre 

Haute and even Bloomington. In addition to buying from local farmers markets, I would also be 

joining the community based cooperative market here in Terre Haute called Terre Foods. Terre 

Foods Cooperative Market is a member-owned, natural foods grocery store that is forming in 

Terre Haute, Indiana. Terre Foods will be a “full service grocery store, open seven days a week, 

that will serve Terre Haute and the Wabash Valley community by providing access to local, 

organic, and natural foods at a fair price” (Terre Foods website, 2011). As a member of Terre 

Foods, I would not only be helping to give back to the community but it could also to draw local 

attention to my caf€. 

There will be many ingredients and supplies that I will need to purchase that will not be 

able to be purchased through a farmer’s market or co-op. For those supplies, I will need to reach 

out to suppliers and distributors. Because it is my aim to support local businesses as often as 

possible, I would like to use our local food distributor B&B Food Distributors. In addition to 

food supplies, B&B Foods sells everything from fruits, vegetables, dairy, cleaning and kitchen 

supplies, and commercial equipment (B&B Foods website, 2011).  
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In addition to food supplies, I will also need to locate distributors and suppliers for 

beverages such as coffees and teas. One organization that will be helpful is the Specialty Coffee 

Association of America. This is a membership organization that offers many great benefits 

which includes coffee training and member discounts. The training would be a very valuable 

asset because they have the resources which can help anyone become a “coffee expert” (SCAA 

website - http://scaa.org/?page=benopt). In addition to training, they also offer a professional 

networking experience in which you can share what does and does not work in the business 

(SCAA website - http://scaa.org/?page=benopt). Although there isn’t a similar type of 

organization for teas, it is likely that through professional networking within the industry, I will 

be able to easily find a supplier for specialty teas. 

 



Section 111 
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Marketing Analysis 

In order to be successful in the restaurant industry, you need to understand who your 

market is before you can even begin to put together a marketing strategy. When conducting a 

marketing analysis, I think one of the most important aspects is to learn as much as possible 

about your competitors. You have to know what products they are offering, as well as what 

quality and service they are providing. Once you have this information, you can determine what 

is needed to make your restaurant stand out, so that when consumers are making a restaurant 

choice, they ultimately select yours. 

The Indiana Small Business Development Center will be an excellent resource for 

assisting with the market research that will be required. In order to get started, you will need to 

complete an online assessment. Upon completion of the assessment, the ISBDC will conduct 

one-on-one business consultations. The ISBDC has a wide variety of market research tools such 

as: 

e Develop Prospect and Competitor Lists 

e Researching your Industry 

eo B2C Market Research 

Once I am in a position to move forward with my business concept, I plan on working closely 

with the ISBDC because they are advocates for the success of small businesses. 

Marketing Objectives 

As a new business owner, I will work on establishing both short-term and long-term 

marketing objectives. These benchmarks will help me to gauge my progress and success. For 

each objective, there will be action items or goals that need to be reached in order to achieve the 

outlined objectives. Some objectives that I might set are as follows:  
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Short Term Objective — Launch company website and social media accounts 1-3 months prior to 

opening 

Short Term Objective — Organize a grand opening party with incentives to get customers in the 

door for the first time 

Long Term Objective - To show a financial profit within 3 years of ownership 

Long Term Objective — Customer loyalty and retention as a result of superior quality, customer 

service and incentives 

Long Term Objective — To have the necessary resources to offer executive catering services 

within 2-3 years. 

Target Market 

“Successful marketing strategies depend on discovering and satisfying consumer wants 

and needs” (Peter and Donnelly, pg. 67, 2009). It has been said that selecting the right target 

market it one of the most critical aspects of a marketing plan (Peter and Donnelly, pg. 66, 2009). 

Because my café will not meet the wants and needs of every person, it is important to determine 

who will be interested. Once that determination is made, I can determine the segment of the 

population in which I am going to target in my marketing campaigns. 

Based on the type of café I am designing, it is likely that it will mostly appeal to the 

segment of the population which fits into one of more of the following categories: 

Predominately females between the ages of 30-55 

Health conscious 

Trying to lose weight 

Active lifestyle 

Environmentally conscious  
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The population segments of Terre Haute which will be my primary focus in terms of 

marketing efforts will be downtown Terre Haute business professionals and Indiana State 

University faculty and staff, specifically because of their proximity to the downtown Terre Haute 

area. My secondary focus will be on the local fitness groups, such as Trained in Terre Haute, 

Wabash Valley Roadrunners and the local fitness centers. 

SWOT 

When conducting a market assessment, it is necessary to evaluate and analyze the 

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats that could impact the success or failure of your 

business. Below is a detailed SWOT analysis for The Green Leaves Café based on the 

information that is available at this time. 

Strengths 

e Original concept for the area — although there are many restaurants downtown, there are only a 

few that offer comparable products to The Green Leaves Café menu. At this time, there are no 

restaurants downtown that are focused specifically on healthy and organic foods. 

e Location — downtown Terre Haute is the desired location for The Green Leaves Café because of 

the central location and the accessibility to many of the city’s business professionals 

Weaknesses 

e Healthy/Organic foods can be a turn-off to many people — a lot of people are scared of healthy 

and/or organic foods because they think these types of foods are bland and will not taste good. 

For this reason, this type of restaurant concept may not appeal to a large segment of the 

population.  
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Organic/Fresh foods may be more costly — the cost of food has risen dramatically over the past 

few years. In 2010, “organic fruits and vegetables cost 13¢ to 36¢ per 1b. more than 

ordinary produce...” (Kluger, 2010). 

Parking — the downtown Terre Haute has limited parking available, and not every location has a 

parking lot. This can be a deterrent for people that are not within walking distance and do not 

have time to look for an open parking spot. 

Opportunities 

By providing healthy food options, The Green Leaves Café is making a small difference in the 

fight against obesity 

Helping to further the mission of the Downtown Terre Haute group and contributing to the 

growth and success of the revitalization project 

Threats 

Economy — this area has been hit especially hard by the tough economic times because of the loss 

of several employers and high paying jobs. When people are forced to make cut-backs in 

spending, eating out is often times one of the areas that are cut. 

Sustainability — the cost of owning and operating a restaurant can be expensive, especially with 

the rising cost of food. For this reason, many start-up restaurant businesses have failed to survive 

for more than a couple years. 

Customer loyalty to existing downtown Terre Haute restaurants — many of the restaurants 

downtown are locally owned and have a loyal customer base. If they feel like The Green Leaves 

Café will threaten the sustainability of their favorite lunch spot, they may be less inclined to 

spend their lunch hours elsewhere.  
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Competitive Analysis 

Currently in the Downtown Terre Haute area, there are only three restaurants which could 

be considered competitors. They are: 

Grand Traverse Pie Company 

Boo’s Crossroads Café and Corner Grind 

Clabber Girl Bake Shop 

Grand Traverse Pie Company is a franchised restaurant that originated in Traverse City, 

Michigan in the mid-90’s. Today there are 13 restaurants in Michigan and 2 restaurants in 

Indiana. According to their website and their mission statement, the primary focus of their 

business is on their pies (Grand Traverse website - www. gtpie.com). Although the pies and 

bakery are their main focus, the Terre Haute location also serves a wide variety of soups, 

sandwiches and salads. Their website states they use fresh ingredients but are it not clear how 

they define the word fresh (Grand Traverse website - www. gtpie.com). There are no nutritional 

facts available for their menu items, but based on the ingredients and sauces that are used, it is 

likely they are high in calories and saturated fats. They are open seven days a week from 7am- 

9pm Monday — Friday and from 8am-9pm Saturday-Sunday (www.gtpie.com). The restaurant 

features a large open concept dining area that is decorated in warm colors and has fireplaces for 

ambiance. They also have meeting rooms that can be reserved and they offer off-site catering 

(Grand Traverse website - www. gtpie.com). 

Boo’s Crossroads Café and Corner Grind is a locally owned small business that is located 

at 7" and Wabash which is considered “The Crossroads of America.” It is part café, part coffee 

shop and part bakeshop. It is locally owned and has a fiercely loyal customer base. The café 

menu consists of your typical sandwiches and soups, but they are mostly known for their coffee  
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and baked goods (Boo’s Crossroad’s Café FB page). The café is open 6am-2pm Monday-Friday 

and the Corner Grind is open 6am-7pm Monday-Friday and 6am-Spm on Saturday (Boo’s 

Crossroad’s Café FB page). 

Clabber Girl Bake Shop is located inside Clabber Girl at 9™ and Wabash. In addition to 

their baked goods, the Bake Shop also serves breakfast and lunch. Their lunch menu basically 

consists of sandwiches, but they do feature some salads, as well as chili and a soup of the day. 

Their food is good and features a lot of herbs and spices to add flavor. The focus of their spin is 

to put a unique spin on a classic. There is no nutritional information available for their menu 

items but it does not appear they offer many low calorie or low fat options. They also feature an 

extensive selection of fresh baked goods and their own brand of coffee. The Bake Shop is open 

6 days a week from 6:30am-6pm Monday-Friday and from 8am-3pm on Saturday 

(www.clabbergirl.com). In addition to their Bake Shop, they also carry specialty food and 

baking items which you can purchase. 

Porters Forces 

According to the textbook Crafting & Executing Strategy, the Five Forces Model of 

competition is an excellent way to analyze the market in order to develop a successful business 

strategy (Thompson, Strickland and Gamble, 2009). Porter’s Five Forces look at the following 

factors and how they influence rivalry between competing sellers: 

e Firms offering substitutes 

e Suppliers 

eo Buyers 

e Potential new entrants 

In order to understand their effect, it is also necessary to look at these forces and determine if they 

é increase of decrease the rivalry. Below is a visual representation of Porter’s Five Forces.  
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In the analysis below, I will look at the forces which will make The Green Leaves Café 

stand out from the rest of the competitors in the downtown Terre Haute area and will help to 

increase the competitive edge in the market. 

Rivalry Among Competing Sellers 

The Green Leaves Café will offer delicious menu items with actual nutritional value because they will 

be made with mostly high quality fresh ingredients 

The Green Leaves Café will provide superior customer service focused on providing the customer 

with an experience that will keep them coming back again and again.  
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The atmosphere at The Green Leaves Café will be warm, relaxing and comfortable and will invite 

customers to come in and stay awhile. 

Firms Offering Substitute Products 

Grand Traverse Pie Company 

Clabber Girl Bake Shop 

Boo’s Café and Corner Grind 

Suppliers 

Fresh produce will be purchased through local farmers at the Downtown Farmer’s Market and the 

Terre Foods Co-op 

B&B Foods is a local wholesale distributor that also sells produce and food items 

Specialty Coffee Association of America 

Downtown business professionals 

Consumers who are health conscious 

Consumers who are environmentally conscious 

Consumers who lead an active lifestyle 

Potential New Entrants 

Consumers who are trying to lose weight and eat a healthier diet 

Consumers who are recently diagnosed with health conditions that require a modified diet  
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Marketing Strategy 

My anticipated marketing strategy has two parts: the first part is to get the customers in 

the door the first time and the second part is to keep them coming back. Prior to opening The 

Green Leaves Café 1 will setup a company website. It today’s market technology is everything. 

It is estimated that approximately 50% of customers will look at your company website before 

ever walking in the door (Zurko, 2009). 

In addition to a company website, I will also set up and manage Facebook and Twitter 

accounts. In today’s market, thanks to the evolution of the smartphone and interactive web 

applications, the use of social media pages such as Facebook and Twitter are a must. In order to 

be successful with social media pages, you have to develop a strategic plan to find your 

consumers (Campbell, pg. 75, 2010). Once you find them, you have to actively use them in 

order to engage with the customers and get them to interact with your business page (Campbell, 

pg. 75, 2010). Applications on Facebook and Twitter allow you to “check-in” at a location such 

as The Green Leaves Café. This information is then sent out to Facebook fans and Twitter 

followers. This is a great way to spread the word about The Green Leaves Café. In addition to 

the check-in feature, social media also allows you to make exclusive offers to friends and 

followers. Here is an example of a possible post — “Mention this ad today between 1pm and 4pm 

and get a free specialty side item with any purchase.” Because of the power behind the internet 

and social media, The Green Leaves Cafe will be offering unlimited free Wi-Fi to customers. 

For a café like this to be successful in Terre Haute, it will be important to advertise the 

healthy aspect of the food without over-emphasizing it. Doing so in this town, may very well 

scare off potential customers. For that reason, the menu will not be overly vegan or made up of 

foods which are not common to this area. The menu itself will be an evolving work of art that  
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will change depending on what works and what doesn’t work. See Appendix III for a sample of 

an introductory lunch menu for The Green Leaves Café. Initially, the food choices will be rather 

basic and will not feature any items that are too far off the charts. As the reputation of the café 

builds, the weekly specials will begin to showcase more variety in flavors and ingredients. By 

slowing using a slow introduction of more “earth-friendly” food choices, customers may be more 

willing to explore more creative options. 

As previously mentioned, Terre Haute is home to three of the top universities in the 

country, Indiana State University, Rose Hulman Institute of Technology and St. Mary of the 

Woods College. I feel that this population segment within the Terre Haute area is largely 

untapped. For this reason, I intend on focusing my marketing efforts to the faculty and staff of 

these three institutions, specifically Indiana State University since it is also located in downtown 

Terre Haute. My marketing efforts will include advertisements in campus publications and 

posting flyers on bulletin boards. Due to the anticipated atmosphere of The Green Leaves Café, 

it will be ideal for getting together for work-related business meetings, or to interview new 

employees. 

I believe that customer loyalty is very important and should be rewarded. For this reason, 

I will be offering a customer discount card. The purpose of a customer loyalty card is to 

“increase sale, improve customer retention and reduce advertising expenses” (Restaurant 

Funding USA website - http://www.restaurantfundingusa.com/restaurant-funding-usa/loyalty- 

cards). Customer loyalty cards received mixed reviews from critics, but I feel they are a good 

way to keep the customer coming back. The type of loyalty card that I am considering is one 

that offers a free product after so many similar purchases. For example — buy nine combo meals 

and your tenth combo meal is on the house.  
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One way to gain local attention is to make The Green Leaves Café visible during popular 

community events. Because I am gearing my marketing efforts towards the health conscious 

fitness crowd, it will be important to be visible during some of the city’s biggest events such as 

the Terre Haute Triathlon, the Blues at the Crossroads Half Marathon, and many of the cities 

highly attended 5k runs. Ways in which to bring attention to The Green Leaves Café during 

these events is through sponsorship and donating items. For instance, Green Leaves could be a 

corporate sponsor for the Blues at the Crossroads Half Marathon and have the name and logo on 

the back of the t-shirt that all participants receive. It would also be present on the advertising 

material for this race which is posted throughout the city. In addition to being a sponsor, Green 

Leaves can volunteer to work one of the water stations for the race, and donate snacks for the 

after-race party. 

Another way to reach out to these fitness groups is to offer special discounts to members. 

As previously mentioned, the Trained in Terre Haute half-marathon group meets for sixteen 

weeks from January through May. One of the incentives of this program is the special discounts 

and offers that members receive from local businesses. In order to reach out to this group, The 

Green Leaves Café could offer members of the Trained in Terre Haute group a 10% discount for 

any purchases from January through May. By offering this discount, I would be encouraging 

these members to meet at The Green Leaves Café after their group runs. 
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Investment Analysis 

When starting a business, it is important to understand where the money to start up the 

business will come from, as well as the money needed to keep the doors open and the employees 

paid. Almost any business will require a personal contribution from the owner and if you're 

lucky, you can also find some investors willing to help out. In addition to personal contributions, 

there is also a wealth of resources that are available to help find the additional funding that is 

needed. 

Source of funds 

It has been said that the more you are willing to invest in your own business, the more 

others are willing to invest in it as well. For that reason, I will be making a personal contribution 

of at least $25,000 towards the start-up funding. Initially, I thought I would be eligible for 

federal grants that would help fund my small business, however, upon further research it was 

determined that there are no federal grants available for start-up businesses (SBA website - 

http://www.sba.gov/content/borrowing-money). 

In addition to my personal contribution, I will be looking at obtaining a long-term 

business loan of approximately $30,000 - 50,000 with the help of a SBA guaranteed lending 

program. These programs “encourage banks and non-bank lenders to make long-term loans to 

small firms by reducing their risk and leveraging the funds they have available” (SBA website - 

http://www.sba.gov/content/borrowing-money). The long-term business loan is more desirable 

in this situation because it gives you more than one year to repay the loan. Because this is a 

start-up business, most financial institutions will require a loan package which shows a detailed 

analysis of how the loan will be repaid (SBA website -http://www.sba.gov/content/borrowing- 

money).  
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Start-up costs 

When estimating start-up costs it is important to use data that is realistic and as accurate 

as possible. It is also important to make sure that you are taking everything into consideration so 

that you are not surprised by hidden or unexpected costs. There are many ways that you can help 

to ensure that you are accurately estimating your start-up costs. The internet is a great resource 

because there are many industry specific communities that help you communicate with people in 

the same industry. An example of this is StartupNation Community which is a community 

designed to provide you with the resources you need to start-up a new business (Startup Nation 

website - http://www .startupnation.com). On sites such as these, you have direct access to 

people that have real-life experience. You can post questions on discussion boards and get 

samples of business plans from fellow entrepreneurs. This information should be used with 

caution as this type of format makes it difficult to determine whether or not the advice is coming 

from a credible source. 

The Indiana Small Business Development Association is another resource that can be 

particularly helpful when it comes to making sure that you are considering all the necessary 

factors. This is a trusted resource because they are partnered with the United States SBA. 

When you work with the Indiana Small Business Development Association, you receive access 

to the most up-to-date resources as well as individual attention from a consultant that will 

personally review your business plan and provide advice (ISBDC website - http://www.isbdc.org).   

Another resource that is often overlooked is networking with local business owners (Startup 

Nation website - http://www.startupnation.com). When it comes to estimating expenses such as 

utilities, technology fees, renovation, etc, local connections are going to be able to provide you 

with realistic estimates based on local rates.  
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I found a Scores template for Start-up costs at http://www.score.org/resources/business-plans- 

financial-statements-template-gallery and used it as a starting point. Since I do not have an actual   

location, I am going to base my estimates on a location that is approximately 1500 square feet. 

Owners' investment $25,000 

Bank loan $50,000 

  

Building Lease $2,000.00/month 

Building Renovations $15,000 | ** est at $10/sq ft 

Kitchen equipment / ** approx size of kitchen is 20% of total sq ft=300 
supplies $7,500 est $25/sq ft 

Furniture $5,000.00 

Location/administration 

expenses $2,000.00 | office equip and supplies 

Permits/Certifications $1,000.00 

Technology costs $3,500.00 | computer/admin system, website, internet/wi-fi 

Utilities $1,000.00 
Opening inventory $3,000.00 

Advertising/promotional 
expenses $5,000.00 

Other expenses $5,500 | approx 10% of start-up costs 

Working capital $5,000 

Total Startup Expenses $53,400       

Financial Management 

Before opening up the doors for business, it is important to have a budget and a financial 

plan. You need to have a firm understanding of how much money you need to keep the doors 

& open, as well as how much money you can afford to spend on food inventory and labor. Due to  
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the high failure rate of start-up small businesses, careful accounting and budgeting must be 

followed. It will also be necessary to look at both short-term and long-term sales projections in 

order to determine what is needed to both break-even and to make a profit. SCORE has several 

templates which you can use as a reference to create worksheets that can be used to manage the 

Budget, Salaries and Wages, Fixed Expenses, Sales Projections, as well as Break-Even Analysis. 

These worksheets should be view as valuable tools because the financial management of your 

business can make or break it. 

 



Section V 

Conclusion 
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Conclusion 

This project was a great exercise because it helped me to take the first steps 

needed to look at my idea with more depth and understanding. Prior to this analysis, I 

had a very surface level understanding of what was going to be required as a business 

owner. Now that I have looked at this in more detail, I feel like I have a much more 

comprehensive understanding of exactly what it would take to make my dream of owning 

a café a reality. It has also showed me several areas which will require a lot more 

research and analysis before I am ready to take that next step. 

The research that I completed for this project really helped me to understand just 

how big of a personal and professional commitment it will be to own and operate a cafe. 

The one thing that I have learned is that in order to be successful, it’s really not enough to 

just have a great idea. You have to be willing to invest 100% of your time and energy 

into doing what it takes to keep your business running smoothly. The hours will be long 

and the work will be hard, which to me is only worth it if you wake up each day and love 

what you are doing. 

 



Section VI 

Appendix 
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Appendix I 

Design inspiration: modern patterns, variety of seating options, clean lines 

Image obtained from: 
hitp://www.bing.com/images/search?g=insidet+oftcafes&view=detail&id=A28 7E980FO0B6DB74A839C92C5C69ATACE865F75 A &first=91&F 

ORM=IDFRIR 

  

Design inspiration: openness, table/booth combo seating, modern lighting, artwork display 

Image obtained from: 
http://www.bing.com/images/search?g=insidet+of+cafes&view=detail&id=B89C2F60E433A376235487CASC3D30D3235F7652 &first=241&FO 

RM=IDFRIR  
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Appendix I cont’d 

Design Inspirations: design layout, seating, color palette, comfy chairs for sitting when not dining 

Image obtained from: http:/www.flickr.com/photos/yummyinthetummyblog/2608875138/sizes/m/in/photostream/ 
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Appendix II 
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Letter markers indicate current restaurants in Downtown Terre Haute (locations not drawn to 

scale and list is not all-inclusive) 

A — Grand Traverse Pie Company 

B — Stella’s 

C —J. Gumbo’s 
D — Wise Pies 

E — Saratoga 
F — Roly Poly 

G — Clabber Girl 

H — Jimmy John’s 

I — Mogger’s 
J — Crossroad’s Café 
K — El Chavez 
L — Copper Bar 

M — Terminal 

N — George’s Café 

O — Louise’s 
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Appendix III 

Sample Menu 

Template for sample menu was obtained from: 

http://www.stocklayouts.com/Templates/Free-Templates/Free-Sample-Menu-Template-Design.aspx 

All images were obtained from Google images 
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Appendix III Con’t— 

Sample Menu 
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